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Summary: 
Ruth provides an overview of LBMA's Responsible Sourcing programme and Market Solutions. This 

speech was recorded recently for the 2020 SEACEN Forum on Central Bank Foreign Currency 

Operations. Information about the SEACEN Centre’s activities is available on its website. 

 

Speaker 1: 

First and foremost, I wanted to say I hope that you and all of your families are safe, and as sane as 

they can be, during this incredible time. And it's a shame we can't meet together in person but, 

hopefully, next year. Today, I'm going to talk a little bit about who we are, what we do as LBMA, our 

Responsible Sourcing Programme, as well as some of the market solutions we're currently 

developing, and look to you for some input there.  

So, the LBMA is the world's only independent authority for precious metals. Our primary work 

involves setting standards, as well as driving market solutions. And we do that for the common good 

of the global industry. We are also a voice and champion for the market. Now, when I talk about the 

market, I specifically mean the local London market: the world's largest and oldest market in the 

world for precious metals. The average daily volume is 61.7 billion U.S. dollars a day, and that's 

underpinned by 435 billion U.S. dollars-worth of gold. Those numbers have been growing, not just 

due to the value of gold going up this year, but also as gold continues to act as the go to reserve 

asset during times of political and economic uncertainty, which I think we can all attest to the fact 

we're experiencing those now. But that's the market – when I talk about the market itself – I also 

talk about the global industry, and it really is for the common good of the global industry that we act 

as a standard setter. There’s three principal standards. I'm going to give you a bit of an overview on 

the first two and then we're going to dive into Responsible Sourcing.  

We're going to be best known probably to all of you for our Good Delivery standard. Now, this is the 

list of approved brands that are allowed to deliver in to that most important, and largest market in 

the world for precious metals. So, being listed by the LBMA is a commercial necessity for major 

refiners. There are always going to be some local brands who want to just deliver into their local 

markets but if you want to be a global refiner, and deliver around the world, you've got to be listed by 

LBMA. I think someone once put it to me, “Having an LBMA accreditation is like having a passport. 

You don't need a visa to go to deliver your metal into China, to India, Borsa Istanbul, TOCOM, CME.” 

So, it's what’s good delivery for London but it's all recognized as well by major exchanges around the 

world, as well as major countries which import metal for domestic consumption. So, it's important to 

recognize that it's mandatory.  
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The other major standard is our Global Precious Metals Code. Now, this is all about ensuring client 

confidence. It's looking at the financial market side of precious metals, and that trading that’s on 

every day for that 61.7 billion U.S. dollars. This code was developed at the same time as the FX code 

and looks very much to work together with that code to help ensure client confidence and promote 

integrity and effective functioning of OTC markets for precious metals. We maintain a list of everyone 

who has publicly attested to performance of the code. That's mandatory for members, but we really 

encourage non-members to also attest to the commitments, because it's not just about ensuring 

integrity for the London market, it's about how we address these ethical standards as a global 

industry. An important way to ensure that global adoption is by central banks around the world 

adopting this code. As we've done it at the same time with the FX code, we've worked very hard to 

ensure that it's at the same standard, but also that it's an easy lift for someone who is – if you're a 

central bank who’s attesting to the global FX code, adding precious metals should be a light lift. If 

you have questions or if you're interested in learning more, please don't hesitate to contact us. It’s 

an excellent way to work together to raise these important standards for the good of the global 

industry.  

Speaking of good of the global industry: Responsible Sourcing Programme. This was developed back 

in 2012 and, I think – for my sins – I was one of the people who ran it in the very beginning. When 

we started out, it was just gold. We've since expanded it to include silver. We've also helped develop 

standards for platinum and palladium. It's mandatory for any refiner that wants to be on that 

important list for delivery into the London market, so, it is mandatory. And what's different about our 

programme, as opposed to some other programmes out there, is it's not a “nice to have”. Because 

we, as LBMA – the people who keep the list that allows you entry into the world's largest market – 

say these are the standards you have to meet; refiners must meet them. Failure to do so has meant 

that refiners have been removed from our list of Good Delivery refiners and that has come with quite 

severe consequences for refiners. So, we look very much on our focus of how we ensure that our 

refiners are adhering to the programme, both in terms of “letter of law” but also in terms of spirits. 

It's annually audited by independent service providers, as well as mandatory public reporting. But 

there are limitations on what LBMA can do, and I'm sure you've seen some of these headlines in 

terms of stories around the world about conflict-affected areas, money laundering, terrorist 

financing. And it doesn't matter that we can say, as LBMA, “We ensure that our list – or that hundred 

refiners – are meeting all of these requirements”. If there are refiners, a couple steps removed, 

that's affecting the reputation of the global industry, and that's something that we need to work 

collectively to address.  

There are also legal issues. So, again, we work hard in terms of making sure that our refiners are 

doing what they say they're doing, and that we are meeting client expectations when it comes to the 

refiners on our list but, just one step beyond, there can be refiners who don't take these things as 

seriously. They're not going to be LBMA, but they cause reputational issues for the industry at large, 

and that's something we need to work to address. So, in terms of how we do that, we focus very 

much on what we can influence and certainly the standards that we set for Responsible Sourcing is 

a really good way to do that. So, this looks – in terms of risk assessment – it's not just about conflict, 

it's not just about money laundering, it's also human rights, terrorist financing; most recently, 

environmental issues, sustainability, climate change. All of this is getting looked at by the 

management systems, by the refiner and then checked by the independent auditors. Ultimately, we 

base this on the OECD Due Diligence Guidance, which is the international standard when it comes to 

Responsible Sourcing. We've been recognized by the U.S., in terms of meeting its legal requirements 

and we’re applying for E.U. recognition. There’s approximately a hundred refiners who are currently 

going through our list, and that is with the lion's share of material from all mines around the world 

sending material through. 

So, where do we go from there? We focus on what we can influence. So, how we raise our standard, 

and uphold trust in our audit programme, but we also look at how we can reach a world beyond what 

LBMA can influence. So, again, focusing on some problem areas. One thing we have identified, is 

that there's a need to support artisanal miners. Artisanal miners were vulnerable people before 

COVID - they are much more vulnerable now. We really encourage all stakeholders to look to ways 

that we can support the people who are living and working in very dangerous conditions in order to 

survive, some of which has actually been made worse by the higher gold prices. But we also look at 

ways in which we can reach beyond the LBMA, to reach some of those problem areas, and how we 

can build global leverage. So, we can obviously influence our refiners, but we also look at particular 



gaps, like concerns about recycled material. How do you operate with integrity when it comes to 

sourcing, recycled gold, recycled silver? And where do we have challenges in terms of jurisdiction, 

and how can we have an open conversation about building leverage to address them? As I showed 

you with the headlines, as an industry our reputation is at risk, and we need to act as an advocate 

and a leader to address those gaps and see where we can make meaningful differences. And that is 

really our strategy going forward: improving our programme and making sure that we're keeping 

standards tight, but then also looking at – where are our limits? How can we get other people to 

recognize the importance of these industry standards? Because we are all affected by the 

reputational risks that come up as part of the global industry.  

So, I also mentioned that we provide market solutions. We do this for both sides of the precious 

metals market – for what I would call the physical markets, as well as the financial markets. But 

given the focus on Responsible Sourcing, physical markets in terms of digital gold is a big part of 

this. But I think to talk about solutions, you also have to talk a little bit about what have some of the 

challenges been. And, certainly for 2020, COVID-19 has been a serious challenge for everyone in the 

world, no matter where you're sitting. Our primary role during the COVID-19 crisis has been to ensure 

that London remains open for precious metals business. I'm happy to say several months on, that 

has absolutely been the case – major infrastructure like price benchmarks as well as vaults have 

operated flawlessly through all of this period and, actually, we've seen increased volumes coming 

into London. So, that number that I talked about at the outset in terms of 61.7 billion average daily 

volume, at the beginning of this year that was 45 Billion, and that's not just because the price has 

gone up. We've seen real growth of volumes throughout.  

In terms of the challenges, however, logistics were something that were affecting everyone in the 

precious metals industry. So, not just in terms of the London market but places like New York and 

Shanghai. Gold travels in the cargo area of passenger airlines, and when less people are moving, 

there are less opportunities for gold to move. Now, I hasten to say logistics providers have done an 

excellent job and metal has always been moving. It never stopped moving – there were just less 

opportunities. There are record stocks in both New York and London as a testament to logistics 

providers delivering that metal. But what effect it did have, is really creating concerns in places like 

New York which typically trade – it's a futures market and it's more of a paper market. There's less of 

a need to deliver in, unless the price is so high that that makes sense, and certainly that was 

something that was seen earlier in March and April this year, is that the premium was so high that 

delivering metal into New York was significantly cheaper. Definitely.  

There were also concerns in terms of where COMEX and London have always traded at very similar 

price points, COMEX was trading at a significantly higher premium to London. The reverse was true 

in Asia. In Asia, we saw selling. Gold in China in particular is held for a rainy day and it was believed 

that rainy day came. So, when lockdown opened up, people sold gold to make money because they 

hadn't had earnings from jobs, but as income has started to come back in – and the economy come 

back to life – that has eased somewhat. We saw similar patterns happening in India when the 

lockdown came out, and particularly because the global price had reached such a high, it was 

certainly a good time to sell.  

So, in terms of what does that mean for LBMA and our standards and our solutions? I would say, 

from a standards perspective, there's never been a stronger case for a truly global standard when it 

comes to gold. One of the challenges in terms of these premiums and dislocations was due to the 

different shape/size bar. So, this was – is the same purity in terms of metal and the same sourcing 

in terms of New York, because they are a licensed holder of the Good Delivery list. But there's a 

different requirement when it comes to the shape of the bar and that's something that I think needs 

to be addressed – as a global industry – to ensure that gold is acting like the global currency it is, 

not the commodity which it was behaving a little uncharacteristically like earlier in the year.  

So, solutions wise, we continue to push for global standards and global specifications for kilobars, in 

particular. And we also look at how digital gold can give more efficiency, both in terms of settlement 

as well as understanding of what's out there in the market. So, a lot of the challenges in terms of 

why the COMEX was at such a different price, was partly due to speculation, and we worked hard as 

LBMA to get marked participants facts, in terms of refiner capacity. There was a news story that 

came out about refiners in Ticino, Switzerland being shut down at short notice, and these are major 

refiners, but actually the world has been over supplied with refining capacity for many, many years. 

The Rand Refinery, by way of example, was set up to process the entire continent of Africa’s gold 



and could still do that today. So, there was never a real issue in terms of refiner capacity, but there 

was a perception there was the issue. And that's something we would hope, when it comes to 

creating a digital ecosystem that's more transparent, that is easier to see in terms of what refiner 

capacity is out there.  

So, let me talk to you a little bit more about what those solutions are and what they're intending to 

do, and this is also what I was talking about in terms of having a seat at the table. We have really 

looked to bring the industry in to talk about what makes sense for us to address challenges 

collectively, to make the market more vibrant and more efficient. Before the crisis we were working 

on an initiative called Gold Bar Integrity, and this is about digitizing what is the Chain of Integrity. So, 

the Chain of Integrity is a process from mine to refiner to bank vault, and ensuring that each step 

along the way, that's a secure process and the gold can't be tampered with. If you can put digital 

arms around that, one it's more transparent but, also, you're going to be able to pass it on to the 

downstream user.  

The other aspect in terms of not just having the transparency on the supply chain and where the 

metal is coming from, but it's also putting more robust mechanisms in when it comes to the bars 

themselves. Many refiners already have security features, but one of the challenges with these – 

and when I say security features, I mean, a bit like you would have with currency. And, in fact, some 

of them are developed by security feature manufacturers for currency and applied to gold bars. The 

trouble is when it comes to security features, the counterfeiters are always one step behind and, 

sometimes, at the same level. And the ability to create an exact replica of a bar, including the 

security features is definitely possible. It becomes harder the more complex the security feature, but 

unless you have a transaction ledger or transaction database, which shows where the bar has come 

from and where it's meant to be held, you could potentially have duplicates within the system or an 

exact replica.  

So, we spent a lot of time listening to refiners, to banks, to downstream investors, as to what they 

would like out of a digital ecosystem. And what's been very clear is having transparency on supply 

chain. So, solving for supply chain issues, solving for duplication within the professional vault – the 

vault ecosystem – and also addressing issues of fraud. So, Gold Bar Integrity looks very much to do 

exactly that. Where you take that is about, what does downstream investors like to see? We’ve had 

lots of initiatives over the years and really great innovation. However, we haven't seen a widespread 

adoption of any of these so far. So, one of our aims, in terms of solutions, is looking about how we 

can create digital gold receipts, and also just to really create a critical path forward. We’ve set up a 

digital task force to do just that, and that does include some of the known (inaudible) who are known 

to us in terms of refiners, and certainly banks, etcetera, but also trying to look at the downstream, in 

terms of players who aren’t as normally involved. 

So, that's LBMA. We're the world's independent authority. We run standards, one of which is 

Responsible Sourcing and it's probably the one I give the most speeches on. It's something we 

continue to advance, and it's all about making the London market, and the global industry, vibrant, 

transparent and credible.  

The other solution and initiatives we've focused on is how do we share the good news when it comes 

to market know-how, as well as information. Transparency-wise, we launched in 2018, for the first 

time in 300 years of London trading: trade data. And that's for all precious metals and for all 

products. That's available on a daily basis, either from NASDAQ, or from Bloomberg directly. And 

what has been fantastic is that one of the criticisms of the gold market is that we don't have data for 

the 2008 crisis, to demonstrate how gold performed as a liquid asset. I definitely have the data from 

the most recent crisis, and you can see from the charts here in terms of illiquidity ratios, we had 

some spikes. That has gone back down very quickly to pre-COVID levels. And actually, some of the 

analogies when it climbed to other asset classes, is that the behaviour seen in gold mirrored very 

much what you also saw in other liquid asset classes. So, I encourage you to have a look at the data. 

If you want more information, please, let us know.  

So, to support all of this work, as well as to share more of the information, we’ve created a new 

offering called LBMA Subscriber. And this is for possibly downstream participants. Really for those 

people who are, if you're not a refiner, because you'd be on a good delivery list, or perhaps you're not 

a bank but you want to have a seat at the table when it comes to Responsible Sourcing. You want to 

help us in terms of inform how we address risks in the industry, or you just want to stay up to date 



and grow your business and grow your network. So, we've created that to bring – to open up – the 

LBMA offerings and to allow more people to have a seat at the table.  

We've also recognized that central banks are different to other participants, and many of you 

actually have your own vault. We would obviously encourage you to hold any gold within the local 

London market for obvious reasons in terms of efficiencies, access within the largest and most 

liquid market for gold in the world. But we do understand, for many reasons, sometimes these need 

to be held either within your own vaults or in other locations. So, we've provided for central banks an 

additional enhanced license, which gives you access to two crucial online resources. It's what we call 

our visual guide for defects and imperfection – and this is not about the obvious imperfections 

where you say “Right, that bar is definitely wrong.” It's about borderline and pictures of what is 

considered borderline and the type of issues. It also explains a little bit as to why is this an 

imperfection as opposed to a defect. What's the concern, in terms of, is it a risk if the bar is re-

smeltered? Is it a concern that it’s been tampered with? Is it a stacking issue, but it really helps any 

vault keep up to scratch when you're processing materials because, ultimately, even if you're holding 

it locally, there may be a day when you want to sell or you want to lend that material. And ensuring 

that it's meeting global standards will be very important to that.  

I'm also happy to say that we have a new section on U.S. Assay Bars. I was involved in the 2008 PDF 

that you see on your right side of the screen. I'm happy to say that's been fully incorporated in the 

visual guide website. The other secure website is what we call the Good Delivery website, and this is 

a list of all the current refiners who are on our lists, as well as the former list. It has photos, it has 

drawings – there's also a section on defects. We also keep kilo information here, as well. Previously, 

this was only available to the London vaults, but it is a special offering recognizing the important role 

that central banks play, that we do allow that under license.  

Beyond the license offering ,we've also developed a lot of training materials, one of which is on the 

same lines – it’s called Vault Operator's Training. And this was made by the vaults, for the vaults, 

and tested and developed by London Vaults including the Bank of England. It's currently focused on 

400-ounce bars, you can see the seven modules there, but further plans to expand is based on – 

are currently kilo bars, but that's based on feedback as well as subscription. So, if there's something 

you would particularly like to see, please let us know. Again, encourage you to subscribe and help 

support this work, but it's definitely something, if you're running a vault, it's a must have, and it's 

actually a mandatory requirement for the London vaults. 

So, that's really it for me. I really encourage you to stay in touch. If you have a question, you've got 

my direct details there. You've also got the LBMA Gold Line, ask@lbma.org.uk. If you have any 

questions about the work we do, the standards we oversee, or the market we represent. Wishing you 

a good rest of the day. Thank you. 
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